
LED-WPE36W-CW/LED-WPE36W-NW/LED-WPE36W-WW

LED-WPE48W-CW/LED-WPE48W-NW/LED-WPE48W-WW

Wire Diameter Series connection Number

1.5mm2

1.5mm2

22

17

Emergency LED ANTI-CORROSIVE FITTING Instruction
MODEL NO.: LED-WPE36W-NW, LED-WPE36W-WW, LED-WPE36W-CW, 

LED-WPE48W-NW, LED-WPE48W-WW, LED-WPE48W-CW

1.Input:AC 220-240V  50-60Hz  

2.Power: 36W for LED-WPE36W-NW, LED-WPE36W-WW,LED-WPE36W-CW

48W for LED-WPE48W-NW,LED-WPE48W-WW,LED-WPE48W-CW 

3.Battery: Ni-cd 7.2V 1500mAh, type U for LED-WPE36W-NW, LED-WPE36W-WW, LED-WPE36W-CW 

Ni-cd 7.2V 2000mAh type U for LED-WPE48W-NW, LED-WPE48W-WW, LED-WPE48W-CW 

4.Charging time:≦24H

5.Charging Current:≦150mA

6.Discharge time 3 hrs 

7.LED: 36W for LED-WPE36W-NW, LED-WPE36W-WW, LED-WPE36W-CW 

48W for LED-WPE48W-NW, LED-WPE48W-WW, LED-WPE48W-CW

8.Overcharging and Over discharge protection. 

9 .Ambient temp 25°C

4. Connect the power supply wire(Live)and brown fixture wire with terminal block, repeat with power supply 

wire (Neutral) and blue fixture wire ,connect the grounding wire and green/yellow fixture wire .

5. This luminaire is intended only for mounting in locations where the plug and socket are protected from 

unauthorized disconnection”.

1. To ensure the success of installation, be sure to read these instructions and review the diagrams thoroughly 

beginning.

2. All electrical connections must be in accordance with the local code, ordinance, or the National electrical code, 

If you are unfamiliar with methods of installing electrical wiring, secure the services of the qualified licensed 

electrician.

3. Before starting the installation, disconnect the power by turning off the circuit breaker, or by removing the fuse 

at the fuse box.

Wiring:  (LED Indicators: Green means charging)

Specifications:

Installation:
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If power on,the indicator light shows red,if power cut off,the indicator light shows no color

"The light source contained in this luminaire shall only be replaced by the manufacturer or his service 

agent or a similar qualified person."

Company: A&K Investments(Australia) Pty Ltd t/a Nedlands Group

Address: 21 Tacoma Circuit, Canning Vale, VIC 3214, Australia

Battery replacement:

1.Switch off the electricity at the mains.

2.Open the fitting, unplug battery plugs(2pins white color)

3.Remove the old battery pack by screwdriver

4.Replace new battery pack and connect the plugs

5.Close the fitting 

6.Restore the power and perform operation check.

7. Replacement of the battery or of the whole luminaire (if having non-replaceable lamp(s) and/or battery) is 

needed when they no longer meet their rated duration of operation after the corresponding recharge period.

                         Environment friendly disposal

You can help protect the environment!

Please remember to respect the local regulations: hand in the non-working electrical equipments to an appropri-

ate waste disposal centre. The packaging material is recyclable. Dispose of the packaging in an environmentally 

friendly manner and make it available for the recyclable material collection-service.

VIC Office Unit 1 / 181 Proximity Drive, Sunshine West VIC 3020   WA Office Unit 3 / 5 Edison Circuit, Forrestdale, WA, 6112
A&K Investments (Australia) Pty Ltd T/A Nedlands Group    ABN 95 164 389 762


